Citing Sources According to MLA (7th ed.)

The guide is based on the seventh edition of the *MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers*. It is available at call number LB 2369 G53 2009. Use this guide to organize your list of Works Cited and also the Parenthetical Notes in the text of your essay. ***This latest edition of the handbook has discarded the use of End Notes or Footnotes.*** Please consult the manual to cite materials not included below (e.g.: lectures, speeches, etc.). See also the Modern Language Association of America’s site: [Frequently Asked Questions about the MLA Handbook](http://www.mla.org/handbook_faq).


*N.B.:* This guide is based on one designed by John Tyndall at the University of Western Ontario's D B Weldon Library and is kindly reproduced here by permission of the author.

### Book - One Author

**Works Cited:**


**Parenthetical Note:**

(McCarron 58)

### Book - Two Authors

**Works Cited:**


**Parenthetical Note:**

(Davies and Logan 101)

### How to List Three Authors

**Works Cited:**

Herman, Luc, Robert Hogenraad, and Wim van Mierlo.

**Parenthetical Note:**

(Herman, Hogenraad, and Mierlo 40)

### How to List More Than Three Authors

**Works Cited:**

Coats, Lauren, Matt Cohen, John David Miles, Kinohi Nishikawa, and Rebecca Walsh.

*or:*

Coats, Lauren, et al.
Parenthetical Note:
(Coats, Cohen, Miles, Nishikawa, and Walsh 361)
    or:
(Coats, et al. 361)

Edited Book
Works Cited:

Parenthetical Note:
(Curtis 8)

Article in an Edited Book
Works Cited:

Parenthetical Note:
(Krall 178)

Journal Article
Works Cited:

Parenthetical Note:
(McKay 801)

Newspaper Article
Works Cited:

*** Put the name of the city of publication in square brackets if it is not in the name of newspaper. The “+” symbol indicates an article continuing on non-consecutive pages. ***

Parenthetical Note:
(Everett-Green R9)

*** The parenthetical page number reflects material from a continuing page. ***

Newspaper Editorial
Works Cited:
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Conference Proceedings

Works Cited:

Article in Conference Proceedings

Works Cited:

Government Publication - Without Personal Author

Works Cited:

Government Publication - With Personal Author

Works Cited:

* * * Series Title Listed after the Title and Author. * * *
Theses

Works Cited:


Parenthetical Note:

(Gibson 76-77)

Patent - With Assignee

Works Cited:


Parenthetical Note:

(Foerch, et al.)

* * * No italics or underling of patent. The URL is optional. * * *

Patent - Without Assignee

Works Cited:


Parenthetical Note:

(Murphy)

* * * No italics or underling of patent. The URL is optional. * * *

Report Reproduced in Microform (ERIC or Microlog)

Works Cited [Example One]:


Parenthetical Note:

(Watson 298-299)

Works Cited [Example Two]:


Parenthetical Note:

(Cancer Care Nova Scotia 23-24)
Online Government Publication - With Personal Author

Works Cited:


Parenthetical Note:

(National Aeronautics and Space Administration)

DVDs

Works Cited:


Parenthetical Note:

(Seven Samurai)

Television Programs

Works Cited:


Parenthetical Note:

(“Hidden Riches”)